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OVERVIEW 
Semantic Web  Web of  Data 
Web technology to publish and connect structured data 
on the web. 
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Lombardi, M., Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca.1981-83  
Experimenting with the 
application of   
Linked Open Data 
technology to digital 
archives of  jazz history. 
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PROJECT GOALS 
To provide a service useful to researchers for 
analyzing the history of  jazz and offer a new 
perspective on the interpretation of  archival 
content.  
To expose archival data to the web in the form of  
linked open data that would facilitate cross-domain 


































Sol LeWitt,  All ifs 
ands or buts 
connected by 
green, 1973  
Oral Histories  
Crafted LOD 
Identify the relationships 
among jazz artists and 
represent them as Linked 
Open Data. 
CRAFTING & PROTOTYPING 
•  Name Vocabulary 
•  Mapping and Curator Tool 
•  Transcript Analyzer 
•  Visualizer 
•  Crowdsourcing Tool 
•  Data Preparation 
•  Data Analysis 
•  Data Curation 
•  Data Visualization 
Personal name vocabulary in the form of  RDF 
statements including the artist’s name paired with a 





Jazz Name Vocabulary  
Background     Semantic Web project       Knowledge base      Conclusions 
Data curation to reduce ambiguity, inconsistencies 
and incompleteness of  data.  
E.g., named entity resolution and enrichment. 
DEALING WITH MESSINESS 
Mapping and Curation Tool 1 
INTEGRATION WITH NAME VARIANTS 
<skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://viaf.org/
authorityScheme/LC"/> !
  <skos:prefLabel>Ellington, Duke, 1899-1974!
</skos:prefLabel> !
  <skos:altLabel>Ellington, Edward Kennedy, 1899-1974!
</skos:altLabel> !
<skos:altLabel>Ėllington, Diuk, 1899-1974 
<skos:altLabel> !
  <skos:altLabel>Turner, Joe, 1899-1974</skos:altLabel> 
<skos:altLabel>Greer, Sonny, 1899-1974</skos:altLabel> !
  <skos:altLabel>Ellington, Obie Duke, 1889-1974!
</skos:altLabel> !
  <skos:altLabel>Duke, Obie, 1889-1974</skos:altLabel> !
<skos:exactMatch rdf:resource="http://id.loc.gov/
authorities/names/n50080187"/> !
Transcript Analyzer 2 
“Later on after I met Count 
Basie and Art Tatum, Buck 
showed me a run that Art 
Tatum - it was his famous run.  
He made it from top to bottom 









Machine + Human-Driven Approach 
Automated techniques used to 
generate a unspecified social 
network. 
Crowdsourcing approach to 
help reliably identify the nature 
of  the personal and 
professional relationships 
between people.  
Automation and human curation 









LINKING NETWORKS OF PEOPLE TO NETWORKS OF 
INFORMATION. 
• Mashups with external datasets (bibliographic and domain 
specific, e.g., discographies)  
• BEBOP BOX for contextual data 
• Wikipedia Edit-a-thons 
• Educational bottega 
ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK 
All tools are released 
as open source 
projects 
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